
Pointsbet Ohio Promo Code $100 in Bet
Credits for the NFL Divisional Games

Looking for Bet Credits? Click the link below to get $100 in free
bet credits with Pointsbet for the NFL Divisional Playoffs this
weekend!

NEWS RELEASE BY SPORTS BETTING US

 

Play with the Pointsbet Ohio Promo code to bag yourself up to five $100 bet credits with Pointbet's

second chance! Claiming this bonus is extremely simple; all you have to do is sign up to the site

and make your first bet. This article will provide more details on the bonus as well as more

information about the thrilling NFL Divisional Playoffs. So sign up today to enjoy this fantastic offer.

 <<sign up here for offer>> 
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What a way to kick off the NFL Divisional Playoffs weekend with a fantastic bonus to reward

players. This Pointsbet Ohio Promo Code is offering players up to five $100 bet credits with second

chance bets, meaning users could get up to $500 in bonuses! Not only is this a great offer, it is easy

to claim also. Users must simply register with Pointsbet Ohio and provide all the necessary

information to create an account, such as email address. Once all requirements have been met, the

bonus is yours to claim!

To be eligible for this offer, players must be 21 or over and be new customers. Additionally, when

withdrawing any bonuses, players must have an eligible payment method set up that is suitable for

the site. Finally, ensure you check any Terms and Conditions under the promotion to ensure all

requirements are being met.

 

Pointsbet Divisional Playoff Games on Saturday

Saturday is the first day of the NFL Divisional Playoffs, with the winning teams from the Wild Card

Round, it is getting competitive. Winners of the Divisional Playoffs will be through to the

Championship, with the two winning teams finally playing at the Super Bowl.

The lineup for the Divisional Playoffs on Saturday sees the Kansas City Chiefs playing the

Jacksonville Jaguars at 3:30 pm ET, and later on in the day at 8:15 pm ET, the Philadelphia Eagles

are taking on the New York Giants. On the sunday, we have another two exciting matches with

Ohio’s own Cincinnati Bengals versus the Buffalo Bills at 3 pm ET, followed by the San Francisco

49ers vs the Dallas Cowboys at 6:30 pm ET.

 

How to Claim Pointsbet Ohio Promo Code

Claiming the Pointsbet Ohio Promo Code is exceptionally straightforward and ensures players will

instantly be with their bonuses. To be eligible for this fantastic offer, players must be a new

customer as well as 21 or over.

Simply begin by registering with the Pointsbet Ohio site or with their mobile app,

available for both ios and Android.

Players are next required to fill out the necessary information, such as their name,

email address and age, to be able to complete registration.

Players can now take advantage of the fantastic promo code and bag up to $500 in

bonus bets!



Players can celebrate the Playoffs even more after winning up to five $100 bonus bets with

Pointsbet Ohio’s fantastic offer. Sign up today to be able to access the fantastic rewards.

Check Out These Other Recommended Articles:  

 https://newsdirect.com/news/betmgm-ohio-promo-code/ 

 https://newsdirect.com/news/ ohio-promo-code-betrivers/ 
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